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Tankmasta Rainwater Tanks

Tankmasta:

Note: All images in brochure shown with optional add on RIO filtration system.

Viscount Rotational Mouldings’ (VRM) Tankmasta manufacture an extensive range of freestanding rainwater tanks.
The tank range spans from the 1,000 Litre Modular Tanks, right through to 25,000 Litre Tanks.

Tankmasta Tank Features:
Tankmasta’s ADP

Tankmasta’s innovative Angle Dissemination Pivot (ADP)
is a patented feature of all tanks above 15,000L.
This simple but effective system acts like a keystone
in an archway, overcoming the uncertainty and OH&S
issues associated with internal centre poles.

Optional Add On - RIO Filtration System

Tankmasta’s RIO filtration system is an optional extra.
The RIO provides greater flexibility when installing
your tank. Whether it is used on small catchment
areas as a self-cleaning flow-through filter. Or in
conjunction with the standard filter basket as a 200mm
overflow on installations using multiple inlet pipes; the
RIO system can be tailored to your individual needs.

Tank Range Specifications:

Tankmasta’s Dual Access Hatch - Flexibitity

Tankmasta dual access hatch offers easy and convenient
access to internally inspect or clean your tank.
A standard feature on all Tankmasta above 5,2000L,
the dual access hatch is perfect for installations using
multiple inlet pipes in the plumbing when fitted with the
optional add on, the RIO filtration system.

No Base Required

Tankmasta rainwater tanks save both time and money
on installation; due to strong manufacturing integrity
there is no need to prepare a concrete, crushed rock or
sand base. Simply ensure that the tank site is flat and
level, free from any rocks, stones or any other foreign
matter that may damage the tank base.

Code

Capacity Total Ht.
(L)
(mm)

Inlet Ht.
(mm)

Diameter
(mm)

TA0010

1,000

2100

2100

830

TA0011

1,000

2100

2100

830

TA0020

2,000

2100

2100

1180

TA0030

3,000

2100

2100

1450

TA0050

5,000

2100

2100

1880

TA0052

5,200

1615

1600

2280

TA0075

7,500

2115

2100

2280

TA0100

10,000

2345

2300

2500

TA0102

10,200

1685

1600

3080

TA0150

15,000

2385

2300

3080

TA0200

20,000

2500

2300

3580

TA0250

25,000

2960

2760

3580

Tankmasta Rainwater Tanks

Tank Range:

Standard Round Tanks

Viscount Rotational Mouldings’ (VRM) Tankmasta
manufacture an extensive range of freestanding
rainwater tanks. The tank range spans from the 1,000L
Modular Tanks, with their ability for flexible capacity,
right through to 25,000L.

2,000L - 5,200L

Modulars

Modulars provide the perfect solution for when space
is at a premium. The Modular can be installed in areas
that cannot be accessed by regular tanks, even Slimline
tanks. This is due to the Modular’s on site assembly;
each tank is brought in individually. Whether you want
1,000L or 20,000L, the diameter remains the same, just
830mm. Modulars are an easy and flexible solution.

View of tank configuration for
the 2,000L - 5,200L tanks.

Features
100mm standard overflow
300mm basket filter
& access hatch at 12 o’clock
25mm outlet positioned to customers requirements

7,500L - 15,000L

Shown above: one Master (left)
and two Slaves (right)

View of tank configuration.
Left: Master
Right: Slave

Features of Master
300mm basket filter
90mm high level overflow at 9 o’clock
40mm manifold outlet at 12 o’clock
x2 25mm outlet 9 o’clock:
First at 150mm up sidewall
Second at 500mm up sidewall for bucket tap.

Tank Configuration:

9

3

Colour Range:

12 Basket filter / Access hatch
Optional RIO filtration system
3 Outlet point
6 Outlet point
Dual access hatch (7,500L & up)
9 Outlet point

15% Surcharge applies to any non-standard colour.
Note: Colour swatches are to be used as a guide only
due to the variations in the printing process.

View of tank configuration.
Left: 7,500L - 10,000L
Right: 10,200L - 15,000L

Features
100mm standard overflow
*300mm or **400mm basket filter
Dual access hatch at 12 & 6 o’clock
40mm outlet positioned to customers requirements
*300mm - 7,500L & 10,000L
**400mm - 10,200L & 15,000L

20,000L - 25,000L

View of tank configuration
20,000L - 25,000L

Features
100mm standard overflow
400mm basket filter
Dual access hatch at 12 & 6 o’clock
40mm outlet positioned to customers requirements
ADP self supporting roof design

Toroid Underground Water Tanks
Viscount Rotational Moulding also manufactures an award
winning underground water tank, the Toroid. The Toroid
underground water tanks are available as 3,000L ‘donut’
tanks and 5,000L ‘bagel’ tanks. The Toroid range provide
a unique solution to underground water storage and water
retention requirements for storm water - structurally
strong, resistant to hydrostatic lift and easy to install.

Toroid Features:

Economical to install
The low profile reduces the required excavation depth.
Enables a safe working environment
Under Worksafe’s Working at Depth Guidelines
Hassle free building site & traffic management
Can be installed anywhere on site in the
preliminary stages.

Toroid 3,000L Donut

For a copy of VRM’s
Toroid underground
water tank brochure
please contact VRM
direct or alternatively
download a copy at
www.viscountroto.com.au
and follow the links.
Toroid 5,000L Bagel

Reliable protection against hydrostatic lift
The patented compression ballast system
has the entire ballast sitting on top of the tank
as a dead weight, providing the most reliable
protection against hydrostatic lift.
Flexible capacity
Can be coupled together in any combination
to achieve greater capacities from 3,000L up.

Certifications

AS/NZS 4766
Lic 21597

Super Strong
Can be installed in trafficable areas, such as
under driveways.

Viscount Rotational Mouldings’
Tankmasta water tank range
have been specifically designed
to surpass the stringent
requirements of the Australian
Standard ASNZS4766:2006.

www.viscountroto.com.au
VRM has re-launched www.viscountroto.com.au
Log on today & check out VRM’s full range.

Viscount Rotational Mouldings Pty Ltd shall not accept liability of any kind arising out of misuse of the product or use for any other
purpose than its intended use as contained herein. All information supplied in this brochure was correct at time of printing.
Viscount Rotational Mouldings Pty Ltd reserves the right to change specifications, colours and designs without further notice.
Effective 31.07.2012. ©The patent and copyright are the property of Viscount Rotational Mouldings Pty. Ltd, and may not be
reproduced without the written permission of Viscount Rotational Mouldings Pty. Ltd. Edition II
VISCOUNT Rotational Mouldings Pty Ltd warrants that its above ground tanks are free from defects caused by poor workmanship or
faulty material & that its above ground tanks will be fit for the purpose for which they were designed, namely storing water, for a period
of ten years from the date of purchase, subject to conditions. For a full copy of VISCOUNT Rotational Mouldings Pty Ltd warranty,
please contact VRM directly.
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